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Abstract
Due to rapid urbanization and a homogenized medium of instruction imposed in educational institutions, we have lost much of the
golden literary offerings of the diverse languages and dialects that India once possessed. There is an urgent need to mitigate the paucity
of online linguistic resources for several Hindi dialects. Given the corpus of a dialect, our system integrates the vocabulary of the
dialect to the synsets of IndoWordnet along with their corresponding meta-data. Furthermore, we propose a systematic method for
generating exemplary sentences for each newly integrated dialect word. The vocabulary thus integrated follows the schema of the
wordnet and generates exemplary sentences to illustrate the meaning and usage of the word. We illustrate our methodology with the
integration of words in the Awadhi dialect to the Hindi IndoWordnet to achieve an enrichment of 11.68 % to the existing Hindi synsets.
The BLEU metric for evaluating the quality of sentences yielded a 75th percentile score of 0.6351.
Keywords: IndoWordnet, geographical wordnets, lexicons, clustering

its appropriate usage to
enrich the indowordnet.
Ultimately, the wordnet is envisioned to be a complex
whole containing not just word usages but the way a
particular word is pronounced and used in different
geographical regions. We demonstrate our methodology
by using the Awadhi dialect to enrich the Hindi
IndoWordnet.

1. Introduction
The Hindi Belt or Hindi heartland, is a linguistic
region consisting of parts of India where Hindi and its
various dialects are spoken widely (Sukhwal, 1985). Hindi
as a language has evolved over the years due to migration
and invasion of various socio-ethnic groups like Turks,
Britishers etc. This has given it a dynamic shape with the
Devanagari script remaining nearly the same but the
speech changing with location, thereby leading to a
plethora of dialects spread across the region. Of late, due
to westernisation and globalization, over 220 Indian
languages have been lost in the last 50 years, with a
further 197 languages marked as endangered according to
People’s Linguistic Survey of India, ‘18 (V. Gandhi,
2018). There is thus an exigent need to preserve not only
the Hindi language but its various dialects that give India
its unique identity embodying unity in diversity. Through
this project we take a step towards protecting this
linguistic heritage.
The Indo-wordnet is a linked structure of wordnets of
major Indian languages from the Indo-Aryan, Dravidian
and Sino-Tibetan families. It was created by following the
expansion approach from Hindi wordnet which was made
available free for research in 2006 (Bhattacharya, 2006).
However, each Indic language has a number of dialects
for which the IndoWordnet has no related information. In
this paper, we enhance this digital footprint by
systematically incorporating vocabulary from Hindi
dialects using language processing tools, algorithms and
methods. 1
Our research contributes by first collating the
resources of a dialect that are available in Devanagari
script from multiple textual sources as well as from audio
clips of real conversations. This consolidated corpus is
subsequently used to extract the vocabulary and exemplify
1

2. Prior Work
Of late, several research groups have contributed
towards enrichment of wordnet for different languages.
Researchers from Jadavpur University (Ritesh, 2018)
have developed an automatic language identification
system for 5 closely-related Indo-Aryan languages of
India namely, Awadhi, Bhojpuri, Braj, Hindi and
Magadhi. They have compiled corpora with comparable
format but varying lengths for these languages by tapping
upon various resources.
Mikhail et al. (Mikhail, 2017) present an
unsupervised method for automatic construction of
WordNets based on distributional representations of
sentences and word-senses using readily available
machine translation tools. Their approach requires very
few linguistic resources and can thus be extended to
multiple target languages.
Nasrin Taghizadeh et al. (Nazrin, 2016) propose a
method to develop a wordnet by only using a bi-lingual
dictionary and a mono-lingual corpus. The proposed
method has been executed with Persian language. The
induced wordnet has a precision of 90% and a recall of
35%.
Taking inspiration from the above approaches, we
formulate our own approach and propose an algorithm to
build wordnets for low resource dialects of Hindi. Our
work primarily focuses on dialects, an area which has thus
far been ignored.

These authors have contributed equally
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3.2.1
Preparation of Inverse Dialect Mappings
An excerpt from the Awadhi Shabdkosh is shown in
Figure 1. An awadhi word (say, बटोर ) is followed by its
POSTag ( सं, for noun), its gender (पु, for male) and its
meaning in hindi. The symbol ‘।’, known as the
purnaviram, marks the end of a sentence.
Using an Optical Character Reader4 (OCR) and
regex, we bring the PDF data into usable textual format.
We pick each Indic word from the inverted mappings
and search it in the IndoWordnet. If it exists then we
integrate the dialect word into the first synset of the Indic
language and add a metadata tag to the same indicating
the dialect to which it belongs. The regex used to generate
inverted mappings is shown in Figure 2.

3. Method
We present an algorithm that takes in the corpus of a
given dialect and its Hindi bilingual dictionary. The
system uses this dialect's vocabulary to enhance the
synsets of Hindi IndoWordnet. Our twin goals are to
ensure that the enriched vocabulary follows the schema of
the wordnet and that we are able to generate exemplary
sentences to illustrate the meaning and usage for each
dialect word.

3.1

Data Collection

We used the Awadhi-Hindi bilingual dictionary, also
called Awadhi Shabdkosh2, an ebook, for extracting
Awadhi words along with their relevant Hindi meanings.
We used this collection solely for the purpose of
IndoWordnet synset integration.
The main source of our corpus compilation came
from the comparable corpora from Jadavpur University
(Ritesh, 2018) which consists of a training set of 70350
lines, a validation set of 10300 lines, test data of 9600
lines and 9600 lines of gold data for test sentences. The
gold data contains the labels for the test data. The
comparable dataset consists of tagged sentences belonging
to Awadhi, Bhojpuri, Braj, Hindi and Magadhi categories.
A total of 12297 Awadhi sentences were extracted
from the Jadavpur corpus on the basis of these tags. We
also found other sources of Awadhi literature in electronic
form including an ebook containing Bible Stories in
Awadhi and audio samples of conversations on social
topics3. These additional resources yielded 3500 Awadhi
sentences. The consolidated dataset is used for creating an
Awadhi lexicon of preferential pairs of Awadhi words and
for sentence generation.

3.2

Figure 2: Regex used to extract mappings from plain text
The regex helps us to extract pairs of Awadhi-Hindi
words with each Awadhi word having a single word Hindi
meaning so as to preclude superfluous words. Each regex
match has 3 groups. The green group picks up the POStag
delimiter, the blue group picks up the single Hindi word
we are concerned with and the red group picks up the
delimiter for the Hindi word. The Hindi word delimiter
group helps filter out single word meanings.
Figure 3, shows different matches detected using the
regex 101 tool5. To illustrate, in the first match, the
Awadhi word is लड़किप ली, the POSTag delimiter is ०, the
Hindi word is लड़खड़ाब and Hindi word delimiter is िक्र०.
Hence, the Awadhi-Hindi pair is लड़किप ली - लड़खड़ाब.
3.2.2

Automatic Mapping of Existing Resources

IndoWordnet provides the NLP resources of various
Indic languages. However, it does not store any linguistic
information about the various dialects in which a word
may be spoken in different regions. In this section, we
explain the processes involved in mapping the Awadhi
words in the bilingual dictionary to the relevant Hindi
synsets.

With the integration of dialect related lingual
information for each Indic language in the IndoWordnet, it
becomes mandatory to add metadata tags to each word to
indicate its membership in different dialects. Adding
metadata tags enriched the semantic information of each
word in the IndoWordnet.
For every new word that is being integrated to the
IndoWordnet, the metadata tag denotes the dialect from
which the request for integration into the wordnet has
been instantiated. Figure 4a shows an Awadhi word with
its Hindi meaning. Figure 4b shows the results after
integration of Awadhi word to the Hindi synset along with
an AWD tag, showing membership to the Awadhi dialect.

3.3

3

Knowledge Representation

This section documents the different data
representations we developed out of the existing data.

Figure 1: Image from the Awadhi Shabdkosh: The
Awadhi-Hindi bilingual dictionary

2

Using Metadata Tags
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archive.org/details/in.ernet.dli.2015.481490/mode/1up
https://bit.ly/2ySzXWy
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https://pypi.org/project/google-cloud-vision/
https://regex101.com/

Figure 3: Regex matches as seen on Regex 101 web tool

Figure 4b: Hindi word (िकनारा) along with its old and
new synset

Figure 4a: Awadhi word पार and its Hindi meaning
िकनारा in Awadhi-Hindi bilingual dictionary
3.3.1
Stop Words and POS Tags
Since there is no pre-existing list of stop words for
Awadhi, we make our own. We first create a frequency
map of all the words in the corpus and sort them in
descending order of frequency of occurrence. Words
which have a high frequency, and in addition belong to the
class of determiners, prepositions or conjunctions such as
यह (this), उसका (their) and और (and) are added to the list
of stop words.
We use the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to POS
tag our precompiled Awadhi dataset. The HMM requires a
set of observations and a set of states. Words in a sentence
are defined as the observations and the POS tags are the
hidden states. The HMM uses a transition probabilities
matrix and a conditional probabilities matrix. For a given
pair of POSTags, say (ADJ and NP) the transition
probability TP is defined by the conditional probability:
TP = P (ADJ | NP)
… Eq 1

Figure 5: Result of POSTagged Awadhi sentence
We pick up nouns from the POS tagged dataset. We
plot a graph of NP (noun phrases) identified, based on
their word embeddings. Each NP serves as a node and the
edge weight is the inverse of the cosine distance between
the word embeddings. We generate clusters of the plotted
nodes. A dense cluster signifies a set of nouns which are
used together frequently and hence represent a
conceptually cohesive set. Thus, we pickup the cluster
having the highest number of nouns. These NPs serve as
the final set of nouns that are included in our lexicon.
We now build the rest of the lexicon. From the
dataset, we first allot each ADJ a proximity score based
on the number and the closeness of the selected NP
around it. We pick a set of top ‘n’ unique adjectives, based
on their scores. These will now serve as the final set of
preferential noun-adjective pairs in our lexicon. We
perform the same sequence of steps to pick up preferential
noun-verbs, noun-pronoun and verb-adverb pairs in the
lexicon.
For example, let the noun word be प्रकृित (nature) for
which the corresponding adjectives are अनिग त (limitless),
सहज (spontaneous), कृत न (not showing gratitude),
ममतामयी (mother’s kindness) and थायी (fixed, not
changing).

For a given word a and POSTag, the emission
probability EP is defined by the conditional probability:
E.P. = P (a | NP)
... Eq 2
In order to build the two matrices, we use pre-tagged
hindi dataset available from the Universal Dependencies,
UD_Hindi-HDTB dataset (Riyaz, Martha, 2009). This
dataset consists of close to 2000 POSTagged sentences in
the Hindi language. Once we train this model, for a new
sentence it uses the pre-built matrices to predict the
POSTags.
Figure 5 shows the result of POS tagging a Awadhi
sentence using the HMM based POS tagger. The English
translation of the sentence is - “Being a minister it
becomes his duty to listen to both the parties”.

3.3.3
Digital Dictionary
The inverse dialect mappings created to enrich the
present Indowordnet (refer subsection 3.2.1) also serves as
a resourceful bilingual dictionary in digital form for a
given dialect word. Using our sentence generation model
explained in the next subsection, we further enrich this
dictionary with example sentences for each word-meaning
pair.

3.3.2
Lexicon
We create a lexicon of concept words (nouns) and
preferential word pairs with the help of the POStagged
Awadhi dataset. This lexicon serves as a rich source of
conceptually cohesive words to build sentences with
improved factual correctness.
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To illustrate the process, consider the first training
pair. For 5 words - i. \n (newline) ii. हमरे (us) iii. िलए (for)
iv. इतनी (this) v. जगह (place) - in sequence the next word
is काफी (enough). This “s:t” pair has been extracted from
the sequence - \n हमरे िलए इतनी जगह काफी है । (This place is
enough for all of us.)
In the fourth training pair, for 5 words - i. तेरह
(thirteen) ii. मा (in) iii. यिह (this) iv. पो ल (portal) v. पर (on)
- in sequence the next word is जेतना (specific). This “s:t”
pair has been extracted from the sequence - कु छ य तता के
चलते दुइ हजार तेरह मा यिह पो ल पर जेतना काम हुवै क रहा, नाय
होइ पावा। (Specific work on this portal couldn’t be
completed due to some busy schedules in two thousand
thirteen.)
Of the available Awadhi sentences for training
purposes we use 20% of the dataset for the purposes of
validation and the rest for training. Awadhi as a dialect is
low resourced and most of the resources available online
overlap in their content. During training, we allowed
overfitting of the model over the consolidated training set
of Awadhi sent ppences. We observe that overfitting of the
data actually helps us to retain the semantic and syntactic
relationships between words in the way they occur in the
actual text. However, this also leads to a decrease in the
overall generalizability of the process of sentence
generation.

3.4
Sentence Generation using Recurrent
Neural Networks
We designed a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) that
helps us in generating meaningful sentences using a
dialect word as seed. Since Awadhi is a low resourced
language, RNN is seen as a good method for sentence
generation (Gandhe, 2014). The sentences serve as
exemplary sentences for the newly added Awadhi word to
the IndoWordnet. The motivation for using RNN rather
than pick up an example sentence from the corpus itself is
to be able to generate new sentences that highlight the
local cultural aspects of the dialect. This aligns with our
objective of preserving heritage and we will address this
issue as the next step in our project's roadmap.
Alternatively we also used the N-gram model to
generate sentences. This model takes in a set of words and
generates a score of each possible permutation based on
Markov probability rules (Yadav, 2014). The limitation of
this model lies in its prerequisite to provide the entire list
of words that the sentence would comprise of.
Furthermore, it cannot construct sentences from a single
seed word as is possible with RNN. It is noteworthy that
even though RNN has been used for sentence construction
in Bangla (Islam, 2019) and English (Sutskevar, 2011), it
is for the first time that it has been used for sentence
generation in a Hindi dialect - Awadhi.
We trained the RNN on the set of Awadhi sentences
compiled in our corpus from multiple sources as
mentioned in section 3.1. The RNN aims at understanding
the syntactic constructs of words in a sentence so that it
can use this knowledge in predicting words that are most
probable in a given context.
To ensure that the sentences being generated are
semantically correct, we make use of the preferential word
pair lexicon we developed in subsection 3.3.2. During
each step of next-word prediction in RNN, the model
returns an array of probabilities for the next word. Using
the lexicon relations we selectively nullify the probability
scores of unrelated words. For example, for the root word
- िपता, the top 5 words with highest probabilities in the
probabilities array returned by the RNN are [जी, जान,
कठोर, अपनी, िप्रय]. The noun-adjective lexicon pair for िपता
is [पुलिकत, परम, कठोर, सा वी, िप्रय]. Hence, after nullifying
the probabilities of the words not present in the lexicon,
the top 5 words now are [कठोर, िप्रय, गु , तु य, परम].
Our training set consists of “s:t” pairs that
correspond to a list of 5 words in sequence and the
next-word in sequence respectively. Figure 6 below shows
(s) as an array of 5 words in sequence and (t) as the next
word in this context.

3.5

Evaluation of Sentence Quality - BLEU

BLEU (BiLingual Evaluation Understudy) is an
algorithm for evaluating the quality of machine-translated
text from one natural language to another (Kishore, 2002).
The BLEU score has been used for measuring machine
translated English to Hindi sentences (Malik, 2016). It can
also be used for evaluation of sentence similarity.6
For each sentence that is generated by the RNN
model for a given root word, we create a reference set
using the consolidated Awadhi dataset. The reference set
selectively contains only those sentences which contain
the root word. Choosing sentences which contain the root
word ensures that only relevant sentences are compared
against and this decreases the chances of getting low
scores.
The BLEU model now evaluates the cumulative
n-gram scores of the candidate sentence with respect to
the reference set, at all orders from 1 to n. NLTK’s BLEU
model by default calculates the 4-gram cumulative score,
with n being set to 4 and the default weights being (0.25,
0.25, 0.25, 0.25). The algorithm finally returns the
weighted geometric mean score for all n-gram scores. We
make use of this model to evaluate the quality of our
generated sentences7.
An example is shown in figure 8, where the awadhi
root word is जंगल (forest) and the RNN generated
sentence is जंगल (forest) मा (in) एक (one) जगहाँ (place or
area) आम (mango) पाक (ripe) रहा. (There is one place in
the forest where mangoes are ripening). The reference set

Figure 6: Training pairs generated from Awadhi data-set
available

6
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bit.ly/2V640ms
bit.ly/3aadZLC

Figure 7: Complete Workflow
Figure 7 shows the complete workflow, starting from word meanings in Awadhi Shabdkosh, inverted word-meaning
pairs, integration to IndoWordnet to sentence generation using RNN and sentence evaluation using BLEU

The IndoWordnet consists of 26,000 synsets for the
Hindi language8 and the number of synsets enriched due
to the Awadhi corpus is 3036 (11.68%). This is
significant, keeping in mind the scarcely available
Awadhi datasets. We believe this number will increase
when we proceed with other dialects of Hindi such as
Braj, Rajasthani, Marwari etc.

consists of 9 sentences which contain the awadhi word जंगल.
The BLEU score is calculated for the above sentence
using the reference set giving us a score of 0.4012.

Figure 9: (a) Awadhi word खटािस and its meaning in
Awadhi Shabdkosh. (b) OCR interprets ख टापन (sourness)
as खापन (no such word exists).

4.2
Figure 8: BLEU score for the generated sentence

4. Experimental Results
4.1

BLEU Scores

The threshold score of 0.6351 was decided on the
basis of statistics observed over 158 sentences generated,
two for each of 79 Awadhi words chosen randomly from
our corpus. The statistics are shown in Table 1. We
decided to include sentences with BLEU scores above that
corresponding to the 75th percentile score.

IndoWordnet Enrichment

The Awadhi-Hindi bilingual dictionary has 37
alphabets ranging from अ to य. Table 3 shows the total
number of Awadhi words under column 3 (TW) that exist
under each alphabet - shown under column 1 (CE) in
English and column 2 (CH) in Hindi. The total number of
Awadhi words having one word Hindi meanings are
shown under column 4 (TWSM). The inversion process
led to an average of 48.48% loss in Awadhi words
collected.
The number of Hindi synsets enriched with their
Awadhi equivalents and their exemplary sentences due to
the next step of integration to the IndoWordnet is shown
under column 5 (SE). This step incurs a further miss rate
of 30.91% on an average. This loss was seen to occur due
to the following two factors - 1) OCR does not identify
the Hindi word in the bilingual dictionary correctly. For
example, in figure 9 the OCR interprets ख टापन
(sourness) as खापन (no such word exists). The target Hindi
word doesn’t exist in the IndoWordnet. For example, the
Hindi word मइिजल doesn’t exist in IndoWordnet. Figure
10 plots the alphabetical inverse mapping losses and
IndoWordnet integration losses.

Max

Min (Non-zero)

Mean

0.9036

0.1119

0.4679

Median

75th Percentile

90th Percentile

0.4324

0.6351
Table 1: BLEU Scores

0.7174

RNN has not been used yet for generating sentences
in Awadhi or any other dialects of Hindi. We show
exemplary sentences in Table 2 with scores above
threshold for the Hindi words माई (mother) and ब चा
(child) along with their English translation.
The english translations were performed manually by
us using the awadhi-hindi and hindi-english bilingual
dictionaries. It was seen that for a threshold of 0.6351
sentences were syntactically and semantically correct.
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https://bit.ly/2XB07HW

sentences for माई

BLEU

माई (mother) तोहरे (your) संकोच (hesitation)
के मारे कु छ (nothing) बोिल (spoke) ना

0.7788

(your mother
hesitation)

spoke

nothing

out

✔

of

माई सं कार कहां िमली िक हमरे माई केहू खुशी नाही ं
देखे नाही ं तौ भर जाय कै धािर अपने साथ चली जा
sentences for ब चा

ब चा (children) लोग जौ खाना (food) लाये
(brought) ह ऊ खाय (eating) लागै

❌

0.2069

BLEU

✔

0.8948

(The children started eating the food they
had brought with them)

ब चा (child), मंतर् (mantra) ए कइ (once) बार
काम(works) करा थइ

✔

0.6514

(Listen child, this mantra works only once)
Table 2 : RNN generated sentences
We made a visualisation tool for generating new
sentences and several other tasks mentioned in section 4.
The link is added in the references.9

Figure 10: Histogram showing inversion loss and miss
percentage.

5. Conclusion and Future Scope
We formulated and presented a methodical and
scalable approach to enrich the IndoWordNet. This not
only enhances the Indo Wordnet’s viability as a social
project but also protects local dialects from fading.
Similar to the Awadhi dialect, we also plan to expand our
approach to the Braj and Marwari dialect. We have
bilingual dictionaries for both the dialects. However, lack
of a corpus for these dialects is a constraint. Our model
needs nothing more than the corpus text and a binary
9

CE

CH

TW

TWSM

SE

A

अ

552

242

165

Aa

आ

80

47

36

Ai

ऐ

9

7

2

B

ब

817

391

254

Bha

भ

288

114

79

Ca

च

437

201

149

Chha

छ

177

79

59

Da

ड

161

67

48

Dha

ढ

78

36

26

E

ए

21

11

9

Fa

फ

201

109

69

Ga

ग

553

254

162

Gha

घ

163

70

51

Ha

ह

297

151

112

I

इ

44

30

21

Ii

ई

8

6

5

Ja

ज

322

196

131

Jha

झ

105

44

26

Kha

ख

365

194

132

L

ल

272

121

87

Ma

म

578

305

194

Na

न

335

180

129

O

ओ

42

26

17

Ou

औ

13

7

5

Pa

प

657

310

226

Ra

र

251

125

89

Sa

स

815

391

272

T'a

त

338

175

119

T'ha

थ

65

32

24

Ta

ट

130

66

50

Tha

ठ

86

41

28

Thha

ध

132

57

38

Ttha

द

375

189

138

U

उ

173

75

54

Uu

ऊ

14

9

6

Va

व

40

19

12

Ya

य

33

18

12

9027

4395

3036

Total

CE: hindi alphabet in english, CH: hindi alphabet,
TW: total Awadhi words in the dictionary for a given alphabet,
TWSM: total Awadhi words with single word Hindi meanings,
SE: Hindi synsets enriched in IndoWordnet

Table 3: Indowordnet Enrichment statistics

https://bit.ly/2K45Vl9
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mapping of dialect words to the mother language; today's
technological armoury is such that if such text is collected
in any digital form (textual/ visual/ audio /video) the
model can work through it.
Although we achieved encouraging results there are
certain shortcomings which if taken care of can make this
model more reliable.
Another improvement can be incorporated by
designing stemmers for a given dialect. Right now the
inverse mappings from bilingual dictionaries contain
mappings of ‘word-to-word' form but ‘phrases-to-words’
and ‘n-grams’ can be considered further. Through
‘phrases-to-word’ mappings we can decrease the
inversion loss percentage of 48.48. Also, sentences
generated by our model use the forward probability of
words in a sentence. For capturing the complete context,
backward probability can give better results. Overall, the
model has good potential for further growth. Each dialect
of Hindi has its own geographical style and culture. Our
future aim would be to generate sentences using RNN that
highlight these cultural aspects.
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